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Multicast revisited  |  By Wayne Howell

C 
At the recent Prolight+Sound in Frankfurt, I was 
pleased to receive comments of appreciation from both 
customers and competitors for my column. Particularly 

gratifying was the positive feedback for my work on the problem 
of sACN multicast and the accompanying software, Multicaster. 

But compliments can come with an agenda - in this case, the 
question was: “Are you going to write a fully automatic version 
of Multicaster?” I had been pondering the idea and recently 
managed to find a rainy afternoon to get coding . . .

THE MULTICAST PROBLEM
I’ve set up a page on the Artistic Licence website called The 
Multicaster Project (artisticlicence.com/multicaster-project) 
where you can find the software along with my sACN in large 
systems article series published in LSi issues November - 
December 2018 and January 2019. In brief, the multicast problem 
is that every universe in sACN uses a multicast address. Handling 
of a multicast address in an Ethernet switch uses an expensive 
and finite memory resource, so in turn, a given Ethernet switch 
can only handle a limited number of sACN universes. When 
it runs out, additional universes will be broadcast, degrading 
network performance until the network saturates and the show 
fails. Unfortunately, many Ethernet switches do not document 
this maximum number of multicast addresses/sACN universes. 

MULTICASTER II
I wrote Multicaster I to allow users to check if their Ethernet 
switch was correctly configured for multicast (sACN) use; you 
could use it to calculate the maximum number of supported 
universes, but it would be laborious. Multicaster II adds an 
automatic mode, which attempts to identify the maximum 
number of universes a switch supports, and to also provide 
some analysis of the results. As with the previous version, 
Multicaster II connects via two network interfaces (any USB to 
network adapters will work). Both interfaces are connected to 
ports on the same switch, which allows the software to send 
packets and analyse the results. 

A word of caution: do not do this on a live network - the 
network administrator will not thank you!

To get started, you need to set the IP address of your two 
network interfaces (NICs). This is so that Multicaster knows 
which ones to use. To do this, click the Start button and type 
“ncpa.cpl”. Right click on the NIC you plan to use. Select 
Properties and then Internet Protocol V4. The following dialogue 
is then displayed: 

Set your chosen network 
interfaces to IP addresses 
192.168.0.10 and 192.168.0.20, 
and the subnet mask to 
255.255.255.0. You can use any IP 
addresses, but I’ve chosen these 
arbitrary numbers as the default 
in Multicaster II.

Now connect the two NICs 
to the Ethernet switch you 

wish to test. In the examples 
below, I use a Netgear Prosafe 
GS728TPP, an L3 capable managed 
switch configured for multicast 
operation. Run Multicaster II as an 
administrator. 

In the bottom left corner, ‘Multicast addresses to test’ defines 
the number of IP addresses the programme will test. It first 
subscribes each address and then multicasts a magic packet 
to check it’s received, and then unsubscribes each address and 
checks the multicast magic packet is not received. I first tested 
300 addresses and Multicaster II concluded the switch can 
handle 300 or more multicast addresses.

I increased the number to 600, and the Ethernet switch 
stopped allowing new multicast addresses at 510. This is the 
total number of sACN universes it supports.

The switch settings page shows why. Prior to the test, the 
Netgear has three entries in the MFDB used for the snooping set-
up - theoretically leaving 509 to be used for universes of sACN. This 
underlines the fact that the resources are shared. See Figure 5.

But why 509 when Multicaster II discovered 510? In fact, the 
Netgear seems to have a bug, as during testing it allowed me to 
exceed the maximum number of entries, as shown below. After this, 

it needed a factory reset! See Figure 6.
Notably, I have found two 

datasheets for the GS728TPP: one says 
the product can handle 1024 multicast 
groups, the other - 512. So, Multicaster 
II is already proving itself useful! 

Next, I tried an unbranded switch 
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I’d picked up on a job out in Hong Kong. It was unmanaged, so 
I expected Multicaster II to tell me it did not support multicast. 
As shown below, it’s randomly dumping multicast packets. To 
be clear: that should never happen and would cause chaos on 
an sACN network.

UNMANAGED LAYER-2
I tried testing a small Netgear GS105UK unmanaged L2 switch, 
and, as expected, it wasn’t configured for Multicast snooping. 
An L2 switch without multicast support will just broadcast the 
multicast packets to all ports - you can see in the Results pane 
that the same number of packets was received, irrelevant of 
whether the multicast address was subscribed.

 This type of switch is fine with a small number of sACN 
universes, but will create problems on a large network. 

The issue with writing test software is the urge to buy new 
toys to test it against. An Amazon search for ‘multicast capable 
switch’ showed the TP-Link TL-SG105S - an unmanaged switch 
with IGMP snooping according to the listing - for only £14.99. 
As it was unmanaged, it should’ve worked out-of-the-box - and 
thus be ideal to test Multicaster II. The switch duly arrived and 
was plugged into a network for test, but Multicaster II showed it 
either didn’t support or wasn’t configured for multicast . . .

I wasn’t totally surprised by this - at the very least, I expected 
it to need an IGMP Querier (see Help Desk, LSi January 2019). In 
fact, I then connected the switch to Netgear GS728TPP set up 
to operate as a Querier: no change. TP-Link support has not yet 
replied, but if they do, I will update you all in the future.

It would be useful to have a list of switches that work well with 
sACN. The Multicaster Project page has a table of tested Ethernet 
switches, which right now contains the two described above, but 
I hope you will run your Ethernet switches against Multicaster II 
and email the results to support@artisticlicence.com. From that, I 
will build a database and publish it. Please include manufacturer, 
part number, firmware version, screenshot of Multicaster II test, 
and description of how you set up the snooping and querier. 

Here’s hoping that a class action by Ethernet switch 
manufacturers doesn’t leave me in debtors’ gaol and that I’ll be 
back next month! I
P //artisticlicence.com/multicaster-project
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